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1. 1 Н Т Ж Ш С И 0 Н 

Functional integration method (e.g.[1]) ia popular In various 
branchea of contemporary science, particularly In quantum mechanic», 
field theory, probability theory) atatiatical physics [2]. It ia wi
dely employed in solving integral and differential equation», equa
tion* with functional derivatives, in atudyiog aaymptotie* *f the 
eigenvalue* of differential operator*, etc. Numerical functional in
tegration ia one of the promising mean* of calculation* in the mod
ern quantum physic* [3]. Due to employment of this method in combi
nation with the powerful computing technique* it became poaaible to 
solve many problem* which for a long time were inacceaaibl* for num
erical study, e. g. problems concerned the topological structure of 
vacuum in quantum gauge theories. These problems require the computa
tion* outside of perturbation theory. One of the way* of numerical 
evaluation of functional integrals is Honte Carlo method of lattice 
computation*. Introducing a space-tiae lattioe on* oaa replace the 
evaluation of functional integrals by the computation of ordinary 
one* of a high dimension ( £1Сг). This approach causes however some 
seriou* problem* both theoretical and technical, «uch a* the problem 
of continuum limit, the dependence of result on the lattice spacing 
and on the means of discretization, the low speed of convergence of 
approximations. Besides that, this method guarantees the convergence 
and give* the error estimate only in probabilistic ••no* and need* 
too much computer time and memory. Thus the development *f effective 
numerical method* to be different from lattice Mont* Carlo simulati
on* is of great importance. Some significant m u l t * in tjhi* area 
have been obtained recently [4]. 

One of the moat perspective approaches 1* the creation of appro
ximation formulae which «re exact on a given claas of functional*. 
In the framework of this approach we have derived [5j for the func
tional integral* with respect to Gaussian measure* in separable Fre-
ohet apace* some new approximation formulae exact on a claas of poly
nomial functional* of a (lv*n degree. One of the useful feature* of 
the** formulae 1* the ab**nce of discretization of path*. Baaldea 
that, due to high speed of convergence the employment of the derived 
formulae replace* the evaluation of functional integral by the evalu
ation of an ordinary on* of a low dimension, thus allowing the use 
of the deterministic method* (Gaussian quadrature, Tohebyahev. «to») 
and leading to a significant economy of computer time and memory» 

Sf* used the derived approximation formula* in particular case 
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of conditional Wiener measure in our computations of Feynman path 
integrals in Euclidean quantum mechanics [6]. V/e computed the ener
gies of low-lying levels of certain quantum mechanical systems, the 
wave function, the propagator. V/e have shown that our formulae pre
sent the way of the effective numerical investigation of topological 
effects concerned the instanton solutions. The computation of topolo
gical charge, topological succeptibility, 9-vacua energy [7] allowed 
us to search the validity bounds of the dilute instanton gas approxi
mation. 

In the present paper we derive and study some new approximation 
formulae for conditional Wiener integrals with the weight. One of 
the advantages of these formulas over the approximation formulae that 
we have derived formerly consists in the fact that the new formulae 
being more precise can be used at the same time for the large class 
of functionals that is of high importance for the practical applica
tions. The employment of the formulae is illustrated with the nume
rical examples. The comparison of our numerical results with the va
lues obtained by the other authors that used the Monte Carlo simula
tion indicates the higher efficiency of our method. 

2. CONSTRUCTION OP THE APPROXIMATION FORMULAS 

We shall study the conditional Wiener integral 

$PM FM-V 
с 

considering it as a Lebesgue integral with respect to a con
ditional Wiener measure d wX . The measure d^X is a Gaussian mea
sure defined on а врасе С= {* (t)€ C[0,-f] i X(0) = X(i)-0} by the 
correlation function B(-t,S) = min{t,SJ-iS and by the .-..can value 

fT)(t)=0- F M is a real functional defined on С ; P W is a weight 
functional 4 

*,Se£0,l]; p(t) , ̂(*)eCfo,<J . For this kind of integrals we have 
derived the family of approximation formulae of the arbitrary degree 
of accuracy dependent on a natural parameter ITI . 

Theorem 1 fsj. 
Let К(5) be the solution of the differential equation 

0-S)K'fS) ̂ -S)V(5)-3K(s)-2p(s)=0 t sefo.0 < D 
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with in i t ia l condition 

K(4)= - f pfl) ; 

±± WW 
•fc * 1 

^ о о ° i 

and the constant С ia determined by the condition 
f 
Ji(s^s =0. 
о 

Then the approximation formula 
< л 

| PW Ftx] «Vf * [WW]** exp{| JL"(t)tft} * ( 2 ) 

nhere 

*•,№> = ^ С *(°к.#> s tc*"}J* K M - 2 > - - m •*• t h e r 0 0 t " 
o f »:«* 

K*0 

V(V)* ffv)-«rfv) , ^ ^ e ( e , t > / „ 
min{iti,*} 

f MJ = sljww - ^ f-t + ( KWWfsJds ] 

is exact for every polynomial functional of degree ^2m + 1. 

Heaark. The aatimate of the raaainder Ищ(^) *•• given in ^5]. 
Poraula (2) givea the good approximation of the exact value when 
F M ia oloaad to the polynomial functional of degree ( 2m + 1 . 

•ore preciae approximation» can Ъ» achieved for the large claaa of 
funotlonala if one uses the "coaposlte approximation foraulae". He 
пата obtained theae formulae [9] for a functional integral with ree-
peot to Oauaalan meeaure without weight. In the oaee of conditional 
tianar «eaaure the derived formulae are written aa follow»: 
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Theorem 2 [9] 

Suppose 0mM> = g Cf№, ?(,'t;=(M)stjn(u t>i»i 
n w ,m> 

' юн j=M 
Then the following approximation formula 

jFM^x e (2Я)~« j exp{-ifu,u)} x 
с R" (3) 

ia exact for every polynomial functional of degree < 2m+1 . 
Remark» The sufficient conditions of the convergence of approxi

mations (3) to the exact value and the estimate of the remainder are 
given in [9]. Combining the methods of computation of functional in
tegrals elaborated in [8] and [9] we obtain the new formulae with 
weight. These formulae acquire the advantages of the composite appro
ximation formulae. 

Theorem 3. 
Under the conditions of theorems 1 and 2,the approximation formula 

- -' 1 

\ P M F W dwx = (2Я)"2 [W(D] * exp{ \L*(t)dt} * (4) 
С о 

where 
Ф М = FTfOO+ <*{•)], (5) 

i s exact for every polynomial functional of degree < 2 m + 1 . 
Proof. 

We employ the l inear transformation x(l) 1—•- y(i) given by th* 
re lat ion ¥• = K t A K , where 



•i 
Я X(t) = (1-t) JK(s)x(s) ds, K(S) e С [0,13 . 

о 
This transformation maps the space С onto it3elf in one - to - one 
correspondence [10J. Applying this transformation to the integral 
with the weight P[x] we obtain 

5РГЗЗ Fr̂ Jrf̂ y. = D \?[x+Ax] Flx + Ax] x 
C 

where D is the Fredholm determinant D = e*/>-/j jfr-S) K(S)Ws j 
After some more transformations,assuming the condition of theorem 1 
holds,we obtain in the right-hand side of the last equality the con
ditional Wiener integral without weight. We apply for this integral 
our composite approximation formula. The assertion of theorem 3 fol
lows now from theorem 2 due to the continuity of f(x) and Ct(i) and 
to the linearity of f(X) . 

3. CONVERGENCE OF APPROXIMATIONS 

Now we shall study the convergence of approximations obtained 
using the formula (4) to the exact value of integral as П. —*• <*> , 

Theorem 4. 
bet FlXl be a continuous functional on С satisfying the condition 

i F M l * G(A(*,X)) for almost allX£C. 
Here G(1) is a nondeoreasing positive function, A(X,X) is a non -
negative quadratic functional satisfying 

A M = £ 2fKKzs2 Г (Xft) ап(кх*)еН]г; 
КЧ l I J 

A (VM, f (*)) < P A (X, X) for almost all X С С ; 

L ( I *(*P*(b,'%»)*2pA(*,*)+tA(*,a»4,*«l<r<-. (6) 
Shea the remainder of the formula (4) Rmn(F) approaohe» «его, 
«has П -*• 00 . 
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froof. 
since |Ф[х][ £ GfAfW+a, n*) + a)) 

•"* A(x+},x+f)4 2А(*,х) + 2А(у,у) 

there holds 

IФМ \ *G(A{*,x)) t w h e r e &(V*G(2{bi+2A(a,a)), ( y ) 

& (i) is a nondecreasing positive function. It means that the suf
ficient condition of Rtnn(F)-+ 0 is 

1 i 

L i 1 6(/\(ет,вт) + А(х,х))ы xdir < °° -t -ч, e " 
according to theorem 4 of paper [9]. But this condition is satisfied 
due to (6) and (7). Thus the proof of the theorem is complete. 

We will find now the estimate of the remainder of the composite 
approximation formula with the weight. 

Theorem 5. 
Suppose the quadratic functional A(X,X) satisfies the conditions of 
theorem 4 and the functional F[X] can be expressed in the form 

F[x+x0] = P a m H M + izmi[x,xe], 
where ^т-мМ i s a P o l y n o m i e l functional of degree S2mH ,X0€C 
and 

h a H M f *> *eJ | * [Afx^J^^expfoAfx+Xo.Y+x^j t 

+ c3 exp[c2A(x0,X0)j} f 

с^сг,е3>0, 1-^р,сгУ„ >^>о, к--1,2,... 

Then for the remainder of the composite formula (4) there holds the 
estimate 0 0 f T ) + 1 

where -i • • i 
0 

tfn > ?") a r e positive constants dependent on ГП . 
Proof. 

It follows from the condition of the Iheoreir. that 
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where \m¥i[V(*)] i a a polynomial functional of degree 4 2IW+1 
due to the linearity of f(x) . 

| 7 J № , t W . ^ ) + « ] | < рш1[А(х,х)]т*1 * 

%{diexp[dz Afx+X0,X+Xo)] + d3exp[d2A(x0,X0)]j f 

d,= ct ехр{гс2А(а,а)} ; d2=2c3p ; d3=c3exf>(2C2/4(a,aj}. 

Therefore, the functional Ф М satisfies the conditions of theorem 
5 of paper [9] on the estimate of the remainder of the composite fo
rmula without weight. The employment of this theorem completes the 
proof. 

Remark.The constants $ w and "?m are determined by the coef
ficients d( , i<2 i ''з In accordance with the theorem 5 of [9] . 
bet us consider now the particular case of formulas (4) when the co
efficients of the weight functional P[x] are constant.- p ( i ) s p ; 

<{(i)5 Ц, , One can often find this case in the practical applica
tions. The composite formula with weight acquires now the form 

Jm^'-S-pfsfel-ff-ffJ} 
С 

it 

R" CL^L +Zmi„(F), се) 
- < * > < p < -j , pprj ia defined by (5). The function aft) in this 

case is expressed explicitly 
a(t) =<f,(p cos $)''• sin /ft • sin$fi-t) 

that is significant for the practical applications. In order to stu
dy the properties of formula (8) we shall prove that the transform
ation f(X) ia bounded on С in L 2 - norm. 

Theorem 6. 
Por the transformation f(X) given by (5) and (1) with th* constant 
coefficient p ( t ) = p » 0 there holds the estimate 

н а д * * Я " Ч 2 > * б С • ( 9 ) 

L 2 i-2 
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where JB= * + W + 2 t f 7 = j 3 , ; w = < i n \ (11Ш. . 

Proof. 
It follows from (1) with p(i)=p that 

<P(*f<); = X(i}~ 4>(X(V) 

о 

We w i l l show that J 2 j x ^ J o f f 

Prom inequal i ty J [ T I « m ; j " i J 
-4- "& Ъ 

о , J о о 
af ter the change of the order of integrat ion with respect to i 
and S we get 

•f * * 

WW!2 * J2 2 (S jX 2 f t ) [sitl'fipll-tieltdlS - \x!(s)U(s)c(S. 
1-9 _ С Л 

where <^v?(^^V^ 
Using the properties of trigonometric functions by some transform
ations we find that 

Using the Holder inequality ne obtain now 

][x(i)-f(x(t))]di 4 (i + Zfc+W) \x2(t)dt 
° i 

that completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark.In [5] we have got the estimate (9) with 

д-* + -£• у V / А л 2 - s J= J^-
p-£ + j x r \ 3 T i / - p 2 t Л 5 - П 1 ^ . The new estimate with 

Ja*j3{ i s mora ingenious. I t works better when p i s small. 
Now we can formulate the following corollary of theorem 5. 

Corollary. 
Suppose the functional pfx] oan be expressed in the form 
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ft_. W is a polynomial functional of degree $ 2m+ 1 , and 

x о L о 
+ й 3ехр[с г (,x0

arf*j j- , 
0 

C,,C2,C3>0; J - 4Сг£_ ^ f > p . 
Then there holds the following estimate of the remainder of the'com
posite formula (8) 

Particularly, it follows from this estimate that the convergence of 
approximations obtained using the composite formulas with the weight 
for П-*-оо has the order 0(ц'т"*). 

4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

We shall consider first the pedagogical example of computation of 
the conditional Wiener integral I = J P[K] FUt]<iwX with the weight 

i c 

PW = e*p { \[p*2(t) + f №1 dij 
and F W - ( ? M ) • The exact value of the integral does not de
pend on p and $• in this case and is equal to 1. The results of 
our computation of this integral by the "elementary" formula with 
the weight (2) for 1TJ •= "f and ttl = 2 as well as by the "composite" 
formula (8) with ft = W = f are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. 

I 
uM,n.) 

" ' * % 

^ 

p-1 

— r- -f- i - T " i — 

\ 
- 1 — 1 — 1 — r • 1 ' - ' 

l.n.t 

0.5 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 ^ 
Pi«. 1. 

О 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 В 9 Ю <J 
Pig. 2. 
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The good accuracy of approximations obtained using the "elementary" 
formula is achieved at the relatively small values of p and <y . 
This fact illustrates the statement that the formula (2) can he suc
cessfully employed only in the case when F W is closed to the po
lynomial functional of degree $2mH. Using the "elementary" formula 
with weight for IttM one has to evaluate the 3-dimensional integ
ral, while for m=2 the dimension of integral equals 4 . In the 
case of the "composite" formula, Г) = m = i , it is necessary to eva
luate the 4-dimensional integral. We compute these integrals using 
the Gaussian quadratures. The results presented in Pigs. 1 and 

show that the "composite" torn, a 
with weight gives the more accv-

• ••„., „sl rate values than the "elementary" 
formula of the same dimension. 
The results computed using (2) and 
(8) for p = i and large <^ are re
presented in Pig. 3 in a large 
scale. The figures show that the 
composite formulae can give the 

ю , s * good approximations even if F M is 
Pig. 3- not closed to the polynomial func

tional of degree 4 2ГП+ 1 . 
Ve shall illustrate now the use of our formulae with examples of 

simple quantum - meohanical models characterized by the Hamiltonian 

H = - j ^ +V(X), X*f-<~,oo;. 
We shall study the energy E 0 of the ground state and the propagator 

S(r) = <o{K(0)X(t)\0^. The expressions for the principal quantities 
of Euolidean quantum mechanloa in the form of functional integrals 
with respeot to tit* conditional Wiener measure are given In [6]. The 
baaia for the computation of thee» quantities is the Green function 
<X|e" H T|X>*2CX.TJ: 

f i 

Z(XJ)~ ^Jf S*xp{-T\V(<irm+XW)dy»• do) 
^ i 2 "l 

Conalder the inharmonic oscillator with the potential 
Th» numerical value» oomputed using the composite approximation for
mula* with various П and m are listed In Tables 1 and 2. The 
overall CPU time of computation of £ 0 and 6(0) per point j . has 
bean oa.30 • for /i'»«/ , oa. 3.5 «In. for л*/ ,m*2 and 
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Table 1. 

f 
Ea [5] Eo ( t h i s work) 

E0* [12] f т n=m=i T t)*1,m=2 т n-2,m=i E0* [12] 

0.1 
0.2 
0.5 
1.0 

4.5 0.570 
4.0 0.616 
3.0 0.707 
2.5 0.832 

2.5 0.550 
2.1 0.601 
1.6 0.692 
1.1 0.816 

7.5 0.557 
3.5 0.602 
4 .0 0.693 
3.6 0.796 

0.559H6 
0.602405 
O.696176 
0.803771 

Table 2 . 

i Sffl) [5] <j(0) ( t h i s work) GM>(o) [11] 
G?o) [11] i T n»m=< T ЛИ. №2 T n=2,m=y tf*4 N = ZO 
G?o) [11] 

0.1 

0 .2 

0.5 

1.0 

4.5 .419 

4.0 .377 

3.0 .313 

2.5 .263 

2.5 .411 

2.5 .359 

2.0 .301 

2.0 .257 

6.5 .412 

5.0 .367 

4 .0 .305 

3.3 .256 

.433+. 16 

.296+. 07 

.269+. 08 

.409+.06 

.293+.04 

.267+. 08 

.4125 

.3058 

.2571 

Table 3. 

/ * 
E. [16] E 0 (tbla nork) 

E * [13] / * т n*mn T п*1,т*г г п*г,т*1 E * [13] 

- 1 

0 

1 

г 

2.0 1.371 
3.0 0.556 

4.0 0.632 

4.5 1.144 

3.1 1.337 
2.0 0.528 

3.2 0.577 

1.1 1.151 

3.5 1.338 

3.0 0.530 

4.5 0.657 

1.6 1.144 

1.3389 
0.5302 

0.5689 

1.1448 
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ca. 40 s. for П=2 , Wl= 1 . Exact values [11, 12j are denoted by 
£ 0 • G (0) . For comparison we cite the results of the pa

per [11] , obtained via 10 simulations of 3000 paths each by the eva
luation of N-fold integral using Monte Carlo method. These results 
are denoted 6(ыЦо) . Reported CPU time is 10* 25 a per point % 
for Л/ = 4 and 10*17 min per point f for N-ZO . She system 
with the double-well potential V{X) = j(XZ-/U.)z is of interest be
cause it provides the convenient framework for studying the tunneling 
effects concerned the instanton solutions. Our results are listed in 
Table 3 • CPU time is the ваше as for the inharmonic oscillator. 

Eo denotes the exact value [13] . Since the results of the other 
authors are reported in a diagram form we compare them with our data 

in Pig.4 (our results are given by 
the dots). The circles show the 
results f 14 J of lattice Ilonte Carlo 
computations. The squares repre
sent the results of fl5] obtained 
evaluating the N -fold integral 
via averaging over 10 Monte Carlo 
iterations on lattice with N-303 
points and spacing £ = 0.25 . The 

0 ' ? ' 5 ' z~j* solid line corresponds to £„ , 
fig. 4- the dashed line denotes the dilute 

instanton gas approximation. 
Our programs are written in standard Fortran and implemented on 

the CSC - 6500 computer. In [ll] the computations were performed on 
the Vax 780 oomputer. In [14] and [15] this information as well as on 
CPU, ia not given. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Due to limitation of apace we were not able to diacuaa the res
ults and the wide spectrum of application in detail. One can find 
aome of the applications in [5 - 7] . The method of computation of 
functional integrals baaed on the derived approximation formulae haa 
aome important advantages over the Monte Carlo aimulstion sathod. She 
uaa of theae formulae yielda the more preciae resulta while requiring 
the evaluation of the ordinary integral» with eaaentially lower dim-
enaiona» Our computation» ahow in general a CPU time ahorter by an 
order for the вам accuracy of reaulta. Thia method providea 
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the approximations with the deterministic accuracy control. Due to 
the absence of lattice discretization the problems concerned the fi-
niteness of the lattice spacing [14] do not appear. iVe have shown 
also that the use of the "composite" formulas is more advisable than 
the use of the "elementary" ones. Our work in the approximation the
ory of functional integration is stimulated by the recent advances 
of measure theory in quantum field theory. We are working now in the 
study of the functional integrals with respect to a Gaussian measure 
in a two - dimensional quantum field theory with polynomial interac
tion of boson fields. These results will be published elsewhere. 
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Лобанов Ю.Ю. и др. Е11-88-233 
Вычисление континуальных интегралов 
по условной мере Винера с помощью составных 
приближенных формул с весом 

Получены новые приближенные формулы для континуальных 
интегралов с весом по условной мере Винера. Формулы точны 
на классе функциональных многочленов произвольной задан
ной степени. Доказана сходимость аппроксимаций, получае
мых по этим формулам, к точному значению интеграла, найде
на оценка остаточного члена формул. Результаты иллюстриру
ются численными примерами. Преимущества этих формул над 
методом Монте-Карло расчетов на решетке демонстрируются 
на примере вычисления некоторых величин в евклидовой 
квантовой механике. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории вычислительной техники 
и автоматизации ОИЯИ. 

Препринт Обыпиммого wicimjrr» «span и исследований. Дубна 1988 

Lobanov Yu.Yu. et al. El 1-88-233 
Computation of Conditional Wiener 
Integrals by the Composite Approximation 
Formulae with Weight 

New approximation formulae with weight for the functio
nal integrals with conditional Wiener measure are derived. 
The formulae are exact on a class of polynomial functio-
nals of a given degree. The convergence of approximations 
to the exact value of integral is proved, the estimate of 
the remainder is obtained. The results are illustrated 
with numerical examples. The advantages of the formulae 
over lattice Monte Carlo method are demonstrated in com
putation of some quantities in Euclidean quantum mecha
nics. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Computing Techniques and Automation, JINR. 

Preprint of tha Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. Dubaa 1988 
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